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Within this 20 Page PDF accompanied by 3 Videos and 18 Photographic
Illustrations, you will learn Two Unique Methods for performing a Spike "Smash &
Stab" Style Russian Roulette Mentalism Routine.

One of these methods makes use of a main prop which you will have to buy from
a Magic Dealer, however the main bulk of the manuscript teaches you an
EXTREMEMLY SAFE way to make your own props and perform this routine.

And above all else that is what you are buying here, a Proven Professional
Routine!

You get Legal Rights and Permission to Perform Jonathan Royles Routine,
allowing you to use the Special Video, The Atmospheric Music, The Unique
Hypnotic Verbal Psychology and all the other elements that have had his
audiences on the edge of their seats and has consistently blown the minds of lay
people and experienced Magicians and Mentalists alike.

"Royle has a Unique Take on the Russian Roulette Plot which is certainly worth a
closer look and takes it to the next level. At times he had the audience on the
edge of their seats and overall this show was top notch" 
Peter Turner (The Devil In Disguise, Jinxed & Bigger Fish) 

"I think this is excellent routine! I particularly like the Nail (Russian Roulette)
presentation. Well done and I hope it sells well for you and wish you every
success with it. Such a nice change from television style acts."
Eddie Burke (Leading British Mentalist & Magic Dealer)

"Lots of amazing effects, very funny, off the wall, and for me the highlight of the
evening was the Table of Doom (Russian Roulette) - impossible! Thank you. And
good luck with the rest of the tour."
Gary Kennedy (Mentalist)

"Lastly Jonathan performs a trick I also perform Smash and Stab? But I have to
say His version blew me away, and is totally different version to mine or in fact to
any version I have seen, and I have absolutely NO idea how he did it!" "Starting
off with a warning Video on the big screen of other magicians getting it really
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wrong and warning the audience of the dangers and NOT TO TRY THIS
THEMSELVES." Using 6 cups ( not the usual 4 ) the spectator puts a 6inch metal
nail onto one of the cups facing straight up, then the spectator mixes them up so
no one knows where the nail is, the cups are then numbered 1 to 6 and Mr. Royle
simply just asks 5 audience members one at a time to simply choose a
number..."
"And then as each number is chosen that is the cup he slams his hand down
onto, I have not got a clue how he did this and in a way I'm happy about this fact
as I loved it." Carl De Rome - (Norway's Leading Illusionist)

This is a routine that truly does pack very small and plays massive, and using the
instructions within this manuscript one of the methods Royle uses can be built
easily at home for a lot less than $50.

But even if you have a method for performing "Russian Roulette" that you are
already happy with, the real value of this PDF is permission to use Royles
Routine and Presentation that truly do take this to the next level.
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